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What does it mean to walk a Shamanic path? by Lynn Solang Smith 

Loosely speaking, a Shamanic pathway refers to the lifestyle where one honours and develops meaningful 
and ‘real’ relationships with BEings from the Earth and beyond, and with the Earth herself. 
 
When we are following a Shamanic path, we work with our personal team of spiritual allies [friends, guides, 
companions] from the other realms to help us with everything from gaining insights and clarity about our 
road ahead, personal healing, how to clear space [purifying our homes, land etc for instance], healing herbs, 
receiving guidance on our next best steps and so on.  
 
Typically, a shaman, medicine person, or wytch is one who is ‘in service’ to their community as a healer, 
seer, guide and keeper of the healing traditions, learning stories & ceremony.  
 
They are humble folk who understand that they are a ‘vehicle’ for energies from the Divine to flow through 
them to work for the greater good of ALL life on the planet, including Mother Earth herself. They develop 
keen awareness and relationships with the BEings of the other realms to help them to do this. 
 

If you’d like to become a contributing writer to Mystic Tribe Magazine 

please send your 300-500 word submissions in a Word Doc format to: 
mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 



 

 

Mystic Tribe Magazine Editor’s welcoming comments:  

Welcome to the September edition of Mystic Tribe Magazine, where we offer the 1st  of our Spring themes ~ and the 9th issue 
of MTM for 2021 
 

This is our 46th  issue of Mystic Tribe Magazine! 
 
I was inspired to create this magazine by Spirit and my guide FireEagle. It has been many, many moons in the creating, and took 
a couple of good nudges by Spirit to encourage me to make it happen now!  
 
Living in the Southern Hemisphere, I have longed for a magazine filled with articles by writers who live on this half of Pachamama 
and are connected with their own shamanic or pagan path through their own unique spiritual practices and connection to the 
energies and seasons of the Southern Hemisphere.  
 
I wanted to learn, to discover, to experience and to share. Share the practical wisdom of those of us who practice our myriad of 
shamanic and pagan traditions and pathways. The how and the why we’ve chosen to walk the spiritual pathways that enable us to 
connect, both individually and collectively and to live deeper and more fulfilling lives through spiritual experiential journeys and 
day-to-day-living. 
 
Mystic Tribe Magazine’s [MTM] philosophy is not exclusive to any one spiritual pathway or practice of living.  
 
As members of the Mystic Tribe, we adhere to the principles and practices of following the callings of our own individual guidance, 
passions and direction. We are a Mystical and Magickal tribe of individuals, with many paths, many beliefs. We believe that each 
of us has our own journey to walk in alignment with the inspiration received from the Divine and our guides from the realms of 
non-ordinary reality.  
 
This not a fluffy–duck, airy-faery magazine! We are real everyday people working the journeys we share in these pages. 
 
Mystic Tribe Magazine is for those of us who are curious about living in ways which engage all our senses as we connect, live and 
work with the energies and places and BEings of the Southern Hemisphere!  

It’s for those of us who belong to the tribe of the heart: the Mystic Tribe.  

Bless-ed BE 

Lynn Smith, Chief Editor 

Lynn Solang Smith, Chief Editor for Mystic Tribe Magazine 
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Collecting Bones & Other Animal Remains for Spiritual Practice 
by Lyllith DragonHeart 

 

 

 

The use of bones, feathers, horns and other animal remains in spiritual and magical practices dates way back 
to Ancient traditions across the Globe.  

For some, these remains are used in ritual, healings, meditation and even spell work or divination; others 
simply like to honour the deceased animal by keeping remains in sacred space or upon the Altar.  

Regardless of how you choose to work with animal remains, it should always be done respectfully and your 
bones, feathers and other items should always be sourced ethically and humanely. 

Unfortunately these days as things become “cool”, they in turn become readily available – though not always 
ethically sourced or produced.  

Animals are sacred beings in life and in death, they and their remains should be treated as such. Many on the 
spiritual path will pull over to the side of the road to move deceased animals off onto the natural Earth, usually 
leaving an offering or blessing the animals’ spirit – if not wrapping the body up and taking it home to cleanse 
and bury in ritual.  

When sourcing your bones and animal remains for spiritual practice, would you not prefer to know the animal 
was not killed for fun or tortured? Would you not want the remains to have been taken and prepared correctly 
and respectfully before you place it on your Altar? 

Those of you who collect your own, whether found on the side of the road or while hiking through the bush, 
have you taken into consideration the laws and requirements in your local area? Believe it or not, it’s actually 
illegal to collect most deceased animals and even some feathers found naturally.  

 



 

 

Sourcing Online or From Shops: 

When purchasing bones and other animal remains online or even from 
physical shops, always ask if they have been ethically sourced. Most 
Australian businesses, taxidermy places in particular, do the right thing and 
remains are treated well. However I strongly advise against purchasing 
from online sources such as “Wish” (yes I’m naming and shaming) as these 
sorts of sellers and marketplaces are filled with horrible work conditions 
so imagine how the animals were treated before your bones arrive to your 
door! 

Ethically sourced can include animals hunted for food and even killed due to over population, if done by the 
right people and for the right reasons (park rangers culling for example).  

Generally, as with all things, trust your intuition. If the seller doesn’t sit right with you or you just have an off 
feeling – trust it and walk away.  

Collecting Animal Remains Yourself 

As sad as it is, roadkill always has been and always will be something we come across on a daily basis 
particularly here in Australia. Unfortunately, it is actually illegal to collect most animals found on the side of 
the road – even feathers! 

Unless you have a collecting permit and a permit to keep for your State or Territory, you may find yourself in 
a spot of trouble if you are caught. This generally only applies to Native animals, 
though depending on where you live, may also include other animals as well.  

When collecting what you are legally allowed to, please always thank the animal 
spirit and ask permission to take what you need. When taking, try to do so as 
respectfully as possible and then either bury what you are not taking, or leave 
an offering of flowers or whatever feels right so other animals may take what 
they in turn need from what is left.  

Collecting animal remains is itself a sacred ritual and should be done as 
peacefully and lovingly as you can.  

*Please check your State Governments’ website under permits to find further 
information on collecting, keeping and selling animal remains. Some States are 

not as strict as others, while some are quite tough on laws and fines for not complying.  

Replicas, faux fur, clay bones etc. are also perfectly valid substitutions particularly for those who are vegan or 
just prefer not to use real animal remains. They won’t hold the animals energy like real bones of course, but 
put your intention into them and call in your animal guides for your workings. 

 

~ Lyllith Dragonheart 

Bones sourced from a reputable and spiritual taxidermist in my own collection, sold in my store and 
“Hildisvini” the wild boar skull I pyrographed after meditating with in 2020. 

 

 



 

 

Rejuvenation, Regeneration, Rebirth by A Viking Woman Down Under  
~ Zeta Tukere 

Ves Heil to all!!! 

It’s that time of the year again here down under when Mother Nature is bursting with life and 
we welcome in the Springtime … It is hands down my favourite season of the year. 

I thoroughly relish in seeing Mother Nature awakening from her dormant state of being and 
warming up after a short spell of winter chills. I love watching the flora all over our acreage 
blossoming with an array of colours while their perfume fills the air. I enjoy observing the 
wildlife getting excited over the changing season and the bees dancing from flower to flower 
collecting the sweet pollens. 

During the spring season I love working with the vibrations of the Norse Goddess Idun as she 
is the goddess of spring, fertility and rejuvenation. In Norse mythology Idun is traditionally the 
keeper of the golden apples which she gives to the Norse gods and goddesses to keep them 
eternally youthful…there’s a lot to be said for that old 
saying “an apple a day keeps the doctor away”. 

I am on a mission to find an apple tree called ‘Tropical 
Anna’ as it is suitable for our climate here and I look 
forward to planting one in our orchard among our other 
fruit trees. I feel this would be a wonderful way of 
honouring the Goddess Idun, the coming of spring and 
boosting our environment with more positive vibes of 
health and wellbeing…best of all it will bless us with a 
bounty of delicious apples in time to come. 

‘Frigga’ the Fig 

With that in mind…my beloved and I took a walk through 
our orchard to decide on where we’d like to plant the 
apple tree when we got it. After deciding on a location 
and with the anticipation of planting the newest addition 
in our orchard…we began to clear a space in order to build 
a mound because just like in Field of Dreams we believe 
that “if we build it, the tree will come”. 

In order to clear the chosen space we had to pull out a 
small fig tree that had sadly deceased but to our surprise during the process we discovered 
that the fig tree had new life springing from the base of the trunk!!! We carefully dug up the 
tree, cut back the dead parts and transplanted her into a large pot in hope of her survival. And 
as I do with all our fruit trees, I gifted a large clear quartz crystal to help her connection with 
Mother Earth and to help give her strength for thriving. I also believe that gifting a name is 
important too as it gives purpose and meaning so I chose a strong Nordic name…’Frigga’ after 
the Norse goddess. 

Just when we had given up hope on our little fig, Mother Nature showed us otherwise and from 
what we thought was an ending…new life had sprung. We are feeling truly blessed and hopeful 
for the future of our little fig ‘Frigga’ and the coming of our apple tree. 

Spring blessings to all!!! 

Skál     Zeta Tukere    zmtukere@hotmail.com 

 



 

 

Walking The Path To Spiritualism by Apple Phillips 

Time required: 10 minutes daily 

Where: anywher 

Walking has many physical benefits, but can also help us to achieve a deeper connection with our inner spirituality.  

1. MOVING MEDITATION WALK 

It is early in the morning as I rise with the sun. The alarm clock resounds like a rooster announcing the new day. 
Stretching gently I put on my walking shoes and off I go. With each step I tell myself, be still, breathe, be still, breathe. 
Quietly chanting this over and over. I enter the labyrinth of my mind, going deep like a spiralled snake into my thoughts. 
Fighting the demons that lurk. With one foot in front of another my consciousness slowly begins to shift. I am calm. I 
am aware. I am silent within.  

Step by step I move forward in time. Each step to the future of what lies in front. I am meditating. 

With walking we can shut down our mind and find a certain stillness within. The focus on each step and breath allows 
one to meditate with movement.  

2. MINDFULNESS WALK 

As I walk down the familiar foot path I can hear the sound of my shoes as they hit against the concrete beneath. I feel 
and sense the now, this moment, my being here and still. My focus and concentration breaks each step into separate 
snap shots. As my left foot lifts slightly then touches the ground. As my right foot lifts slightly and touches the ground. 
This same rhythmic motion over and over soothes me. I hear nothing. I sense nothing. I only see and feel my steps, one 
in front of the other. I am being mindful. The very presence of the action happening at the time.  

Mindfulness allows awareness. With it we can feel the crunch of the leaves beneath our feet, or the wet grass upon our 
toes and so on... It allows us to enter a place where full concentration is placed on the one action chosen.  

3. CONNECTION TO NATURE WALK 

Walking I pause to bend down to pick up a black and white feather. It is that of a Magpie. I think of its journey in flight 
and wonder how this fell from its wings and into my hands. A gift from Gaia, our Mother Earth. Placing the feather in 
my hair I walk on. I can hear my heart beating faster and faster as I pick up speed. Am I walking to the heartbeat of the 
earth? Are we one and the same? I can feel the air as it pulsates in wave like bursts, from the wind against my face, 
hugging my aura at the same time.  Burning against my skin the hot sun  shines like a furnace of fire above, lighting the 
path ahead. And yet, with my next step forward a tiny puddle remains from last nights bout of rain. I jump in it like a 
child and giggle to myself. Picking up a tiny rock which had floated into its midsts. 

While we walk we are connecting with nature. It is our environment and all around us. The earth beneath our steps. The 
air we breathe to walk faster. The fire from the sun filling us with energy to keep going. And our sweat like water 
droplets.  Without realising it we connect to the elements of nature being earth, air, fire and water. We become in sync 
with Mother Nature, our beautiful earth, our home.  

4. GROUNDING WALK 

I close my eyes for a second and smell an intoxicating perfume float through the air, alerting my senses of smell. It is 
the flowers which hang like a chandelier over a neighbour’s fence. With the freshly cut grass as I walk past a man in his 
garden mowing his lawn, tending to it perfectly. I can taste salt in my mouth as the breeze blows the oceans breath to 
me. And the rain as tiny drops fall, sliding down my face and on to my tongue. My ears twitch with anticipation as I 
hear the cockatoo squawk in the distance and the Rainbow Lorikeet tweet as it bounces from twig to twig upon a nearby 
apricot tree. And the people chatting in their gardens as I walk on by. With children on bikes and dogs barking with 
excitement. I feel the rain now as it is falling more heavily forming into reflective pools. With a nearby tree scrapping 
against my arm as my clothes get slightly tangled in a branch poking out on to my pathway. My focus drifts to what I 
can see as I spot a rainbow proudly arched above, with the sun rays beaming down creating shadows. With each step 
upon my walk I acknowledge the five senses. I feel in control. I feel as one. I am centred. I am grounded.  

 



 

 

The physical and spiritual meet and meld during walking, as our five senses of smell, taste, hearing, sight and touch are 
awakened, grounding us. While placing energy within the Root chakra, found at the base of spine. Representative of 
safety, survival and security.  

5. ENERGY WALK  

As I walk I notice the bright sunflowers standing tall gaining my attention, as I absorb their yellow hue. Filling my aura 
with happiness and joy. A red rose spreading its scent radiates love. And the bluebell makes me want to communicate 
with the faeries. With the group of orange marigolds making me feel healthy and optimistic. Each flower a different 
colour. Each flower a different energy for my being to absorb. I feel refreshed and alive. I feel healed and vibrant.  

As we walk we pass by many colourful things, from flowers and plants to roof tops and even the colours of cars. We 
can actively inhale and absorb these colours to bring into our body and beings vibrancy. This raises our energy flow to 
brighten and clear the aura.  

Apple Phillips  ~  Psychic Medium 
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Keeper of the East 

Sacred Sprays for Conscious Living by Dianne Graham 

The Choice of to Dream 

This is the twelfth in a series of articles highlighting one of 
the seventeen Sacred Sprays for Conscious Living each 
month. In September we look at the Keeper of the East 
Spray. 

Conscious living or living consciously. What does that mean? 
Living consciously is about taking control of your life, self-
awareness and self-responsibility. It’s about standing and 
living in your sovereignty. Deciding to live consciously can 
be the most important decision we ever make. These sprays 
are programmed energetic codes that support our choices. 
The element of Air and Archangel Raphael are invoked to 
expand thought, visions, dreams, intuition and mindfulness. 
This is the realm of new beginnings, sunrise, of open 
horizons, the mental realm. This spray connects us deeply 
with the medicine and messages of the winged ones who 
offer a realm for powerful dreaming new visions to life.  

 
 

A beautiful invocation to use with this spray is: 

“We call upon Archangel Raphael, Guardian of the Air. We call upon the rising sun, the frequencies 
of birth and rebirth, the winds that bring new beginnings and clarity, the breath of life, the new cycle.  
We call upon the winged ones, Eagle, Hawk, Crow. Teach us to fly with Great Spirit. We call upon 
the wisdom of the Great Owl, the Faerie and the Devic realms, Dragons and Dragonflies. Teach us 
to see through illusion. Give us a heart that hears the call of our instinct and intuition. Show us the 
ways of mental clarity. We call upon Kuan Yin to bring us your compassion to guide us. 

 
Spirit Keepers of the East, join us. 

 
Thank you. 

 
And so it is.” 

  
 

I suggest using the Keeper of the East spray when 
you’re wanting to enhance your intuition, seeking 
mental clarity, wanting to bring your dreams 
closer to reality or looking for guidance from the 
winged ones. 

Sacred Sprays for Conscious Living are available 
at diannegraham.com.au 

 or by calling her on +61 405 236 464 

 



 

 

Mother Deep Within 
By Rhonda Noyes 

 
I acknowledge the Mother deep within. 

I acknowledge her light and her darkness. 
I acknowledge her joy and her sorrow, her successes, and her failures. 

 
It is not my job to be perfect, nor was it my Mother’s and the  

lineage of Mothers who came before her. 
 

I open myself to accept all that is and all that is not. 
 

I choose to forgive, to heal, to cherish and to celebrate the Mother within 
 – her light, her darkness, her joy, her pain, her successes, her failures. 

 
I am a sacred, sensual, magical creation of the Mother within, 

 and the Mothers who came before me. 
 

I am the Mother within the Mother of Creation. 
 

I am Creation.   
 

Aho! 
 

                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Blessings Rhonda (Ronnie) 
Stories, prayers, poems and chants  from Rhonda’s Garden  
rhonda@joyfulkookaburra.com.au  

 
 



 

 

My raw, mucky, raging, crying message One Day in August 2021 by Lynn 
 
Some days ~ the overcast skies outside reflect the grey space of the tears within me ~ like 
this morning  
 
.. days/nights when I struggle with fears/emotions that threaten to overwhelm me ..  
& sometimes I just have to surrender to them & allow that to happen 
 
... even though it's raw, painful, overwhelming, scary, alone, scritchy, roaring like a 
lioness, wanting to run ~ but where 
to go .. how to breathe  
... even though the tears are 
clouding my vision & I find myself 
swearing every 2nd word  
& .. I can't breathe  
.. I just want all the isolating 
aloneness & vulnerability to just S 
T O P!!!  
 
& if you've reached out to me or 
I've reached out to you .. I don't 
want you to 'fix me' .. I really, 
really want you to simply be there  
.. to listen & hold this space with 
me  
.. to let me trust you & know/feel 
that you're not judging me ~ you're 
helping me by allowing me to 
babble & cry or rage a bit  
 
~ your gift to me is being there when I'm in my most scaredy~cat frightened, raw, teary, 
isolated & angry with myself for being like this 'place' 
 
There's no need for you to apologise, nor in this moment to try to help me find solutions 
to fix me 
 
Right now, your most precious gift to me is **you!!**  
& that you did reach out,  
that you breathed & grounded yourself as you heard me out  
.. without feeling compelled to 'fix' or 'heal' me 
 
.. that you cared enough ... what a gift you are & that is  
 
I've had to be an independent, strong woman most of my life for assorted reasons & life's 
circumstances  



 

 

& some days, some times .. I am a scaredy-cat, sooky là là  
 
Funny how just spluttering this all out releases the pressure cooker valve  
 
& Grandfather Sun shines His rays through as I share my feelings & fears 
 

S  i  g  h 
 

Breathe 
 

Thank you 
 

 
Be true to you 💗💫💗  
 
allow others to choose for themselves what is, or is not, true for them .. that's freedom & caring without 
attachment 🌺💫💗🤙 

 
bless-ed be to each of us as we navigate our way through the Changing Times we are 
living in 
 
Call on Goddess/God, your Spirit Guides/allies and Power Animals to help you  
& … the folk you are close with who know you, and can help you to see the light within 
that they see within you 
 
I see you … I hear you … we can do this .. step by step by breath by breathe 
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Universal Laws by Luciana Brito 

The Universe is governed by Natural Laws, and you are contained in the Universe. So, even if you don't know, don't 
believe or accept, these laws govern your life. And if you live against these laws, your life becomes more difficult and 
painful. So, if you want to find full happiness and evolve, it is important that you learn about it. 

Universal Laws are the pillars of creation and regulate the movements and activities of both human life and the 
entire cosmos. In the case of human beings, they indicate the way forward, aiming at their improvement and 
evolution. They fulfill this supreme objective, because in them the will of the Creator is formed, which establishes 
the integral and permanent evolution of man. In order for the latter to achieve such goals, knowledge of these laws 
is essential, which is granted through the awareness that the human being is forming with transcendent knowledge. 
All creation is governed by laws, and the principles that operate in the physical world studied by science, are natural 
laws. On the other hand, since all spiritual wisdom and knowledge have revealed subtle laws that govern the 
spiritual plane and the dimension of consciousness. According to this wisdom, the true nature of matter is contained 
in these energy laws. When the human being learns to know them, he is able to conquer true inner freedom. Many 
Zen masters say "Know the Laws and be free". 

To go deeper into the subject, I suggest reading the Hermetic Laws and Study of the Kaibalion books - The three 
initiates. 

Hermeticism or Hermeticism is the study and practice of occult philosophy and magic associated with writings 
attributed to Hermes Trismegistus, "Hermes Three-fold-Great", a syncretic deity that combines aspects of the Greek 
god Hermes and the Egyptian god Thoth. 

The most important writings attributed to Hermes are the Emerald Table and the texts of Corpus Hermeticum. These 
beliefs have had an influence on European occult wisdom since the Renaissance, when they were revived by figures 
like Giordano Bruno and Marsilio Ficino. Hermetic magic went through a renaissance in the 19th century in Western 
Europe, where it was practiced by names such as those involved in the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and 
Eliphas Levi. In the 20th century it was studied by Aleister Crowley, among others. 

Here on the Blog we will mention the 12 main ones: 

1. The Law of Divine Unity: The Law of Divine Unity helps us to understand that we live in a world where everything 
is connected to everything else. Everything we do, say, think and believe affects others in the universe around us. 

 2. The Law of Vibration: This universal Law declares that everything in the Universe moves, vibrates, and travels in 
circular patterns. The same principles of vibration in the physical world apply to our thoughts, feelings, desires and 
wants in the etheric world. Each sound, thing, and even thought has its own vibrational frequency, unique in itself. 

 3. The Law of Action: The Law of Action must be applied in order for things to manifest on Earth for us. Therefore, 
we must engage in actions that support our thoughts, dreams, emotions and words. 

 4. The Law of Correspondence: This universal law establishes that the principles or laws of physics that explain the 
physical world - Energy, Light, vibration and movement - have their corresponding principles in the etheric or 
universe. "As above, so below". 

 5. The Law of Cause and Effect: This universal Law states that nothing happens by chance or outside the universal 
laws. Every action has a reaction or consequence and that "we reap what we sow". 

6. The Law of Compensation: This Universal Law is the Law of Cause and Effect applied to the blessings and 
abundance that are provided by us. The visible effects of our actions are given to us in gifts, money, inheritances, 
friendships, and blessings. 

7. The Law of Attraction: This Universal Law demonstrates how we create the things, events and people that come 
into our lives. Our thoughts, feelings, words and actions produce energies that, in turn, attract similar energies. 
Negative energies attract negative energies and positive energies attract positive energies. 



 

 

 8. The Law of Transmutation of Perpetual Energy: This Universal Law states that all people have within themselves 
the power to change conditions in their lives. Higher vibrations consume and transform lower ones, so that each of 
us can change the energies in our lives by understanding the universal laws and applying the principles in such a way 
as to effect the change. 

9. The Law of Relativity: This Universal Law states that each person will receive a series of problems (Initiation Tests) 
for the purpose of strengthening the Light within. We must consider each of these tests to be a challenge and remain 
connected to our heart when we proceed to solve the problems. This law also teaches us to compare our problems 
to the problems of others and to put everything in its proper perspective. No matter how bad we perceive our 
situation to be, there is always someone who is worse off. Everything is relative. ` 

10. The Law of Polarity: This indicates the Universal Law that everything is a continuum and has an opposite. We can 
suppress and transform unwanted thoughts by focusing on the opposite pole. It is the law of mental vibrations. 

11. The Law of Rhythm 

This universal Law declares that everything vibrates and moves to certain rhythms. Those 

rhythms to establish seasons, cycles, phases of development and patterns. Each 

cycle reflects the regularity of God's universe. Masters know how to overcome 

negative parts of a cycle by never getting too excited or allowing it to 

negative things to penetrate your consciousness. 

12. The Gender Law: 

This indicates the Universal Law that everything has its masculine (yang) and feminine (yin) 

principles, and that these are the basis for all creation. The Spiritual Initiate 

must balance male and female energies within yourself or yourself 

to become a Master and a true co-creator with God. 

 

With Love, 

Luciana 
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Sacred Interconnectedness by Donna Moana 
 
We are all interconnected  
Sacred, Unique and Powerful.  
We have chosen to be on Earth at this incredible time. 
From the birds and the bees, to the flowers and the trees, and the aquatic souls too. 
 

Whether we like it or not, each being on the 
planet is connected to us, is a part of us, in an 
amazing intricate living breathing organism and 
ecosystem. Each one relying on the other for 
survival. 
 
The only difference being, we have choices to 
make that will have a huge impact for all the 
other lifeforms that inhabit our planet. 
 
Awareness reminds us that ALL choices come 
with consequences. 
We are the guardians and ambassadors that 
have a huge opportunity to make positive 
changes moving forward. 
 
The world would be a better place if we worked 
from a place of respect and understanding for 
our fellow beings. After all, we are all from the 
same Source energy. 
 
If we were taught to fully comprehend our 
interdependence in a complex, 

multidimensional, ecological web, what would we change and what could we become? 
 
What would our society be like if we could 
transform our prevailing narrative that seems to be 
based on separation, ego, division, the concept of 
right / wrong and domination through fear, into one 
based on recognizing our inter-relatedness, and 
how that reflects back to our own happiness, 
wellbeing, abilities to adapt and to thrive? 
 
What would a flourishing planet look like? If we 
brought together thoughts, feeling, mind, matter, 
protection, empathy, reason and intuition, what 
kind of cultures could we build going forward? 
 
If we were taught to fully apprehend our 
interdependence in a complex, multidimensional, 
ecological web, what might we change and what 
could we become? 
 



 

 

How would our focus change?   
 
Would we then develop a new narrative that considered 
all life valuable and recognized that we live in 
communities of all kinds, within deeply-connected 
living systems and networks that, in respecting and 
valuing them, could result in greater levels of wellbeing 
within those living systems?  
 
Could we grow into creating, acting and participating in 
a more conscious, collaborative manner that respects 
diversity in a more sacred worldview? 
 
Merriam-Webster dictionary has a few definitions of 
'sacred', including: 
 
a: entitled to reverence and respect 
 
b: highly valued and important 
 
How might you contribute to establishing that?   
 
How might you facilitate such a new, life-revering 
narrative? 
 
What would you charge? 
 

What can you change? 
 
What kinds of detoxing, healing, re-patterning, creating would need to take shape in your life 
so you could participate in coexistence on a global scale? 
 
What long-dormant gifts and talents would you need to retrieve, own, embody and action? 
 
One of the common narratives that seems to demonstrate our "us and them" mentality, with a 
hefty dose of superiority complex is: 
 
"They have no road sense!"  
Usually uttered about dogs, but I've heard it applied to multiple animals, including natives. 
 
First of all, let's take a step back, and accept some responsibility and accountability. 
We ( the humans) built these roads through their habitats and homelands. We are the only 
creature that drive these massive metal machines on said roads 
 
Then maybe, it is up to us to develop some Animal Sense, some Ethical Earth sense, remember 
our sacredness? 
 
Time is short. Let's make decisions and choices that our future selves and mother Gaia can be 
proud of. Let's put the planet's and animals' well -being in the forefront of our minds. 
We are being given a huge opportunity to take a step back, breathe and readily envision our 
new world. 
 
Let's rise above the divisionary energy and the need to be right or wrong! Allow people the 
space to make the best decisions for themselves using their intuition and knowing. Rather than 



 

 

the current toxic media environment. Inform yourself from your heartspace. Not the Social 
Media "Guru's" 
 
Keep our eyes peeled and hearts opened, so we don't add to the unnecessary damage and 
drama.  
As the animals are also here to assist and guide us to the New way of being. 
 
Take a deep breath ( take a few) 
We've got this! 
 
Big love Donna, Dora and Dougie-Ra 
 
You can connect with us for Animal Communication and Healing Sessions 
www.rivergem.com.au 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Balance Your Chakras with Yin Yoga by Marzena Skowronska 

We are all energetic beings in an energetic universe. However, sometimes the vibrations of our body fall a little out of 
tune when we experience physical or emotional stress. Chakra healing focuses on the seven energetic, life-force 
centres in our bodies (chakras): a philosophy originating from ancient, esoteric Tantric Indian practises. By balancing 
our chakras, we realign and restore the body, mind and spirit to harmonic vibrational resonance – allowing us to self-
heal, unleash our potential and live a life of vibrant wellness 

Important note before you begin: Please practice yoga respecting your body. If you have any injuries or pre-existing 
conditions, please make sure you respect the limitations of your body and avoid any poses that may aggravate your 
condition. My teaching serves as a guidance, but I cannot take responsibility for your practice and outcomes of your 
practice. In fact, you become your most empowered self when you realise all the benefits and consequences of the 
practice are a direct result of your own work. Please remember, yoga is meant to nourish us, not deplete. 

Yin yoga is a slow-paced style of yoga that focuses on our ligaments, joints, fascias and even bones. Those yin tissues 
are not elastic like muscles, but plastic and therefore require more gentle and longer periods of time to be stimulated 
to grow stronger. 

Yin yoga, as in fact any yoga practice, is a wonderful way to get to know ourselves, our patterns, tendencies and 
habitual reactions. Our yoga mat can be treated as a lab where by using the poses as challenges applied in a controlled 
environment, we learn about our reactions to them. This creates a space to become an observer of the reaction, rather 
than be the one who reacts. With that new perspective, we become conscious of our habitual ways of being. Next, we 
can assess if we like our behaviour or not, and whether it helps us to achieve our goals and live a fulfilling life. If for 
any reason we don’t like what we see, we have a choice to change it. However, until we become aware, we are 
unaware and therefore run by unconscious programs, and we may even identify them as being us. The new insights 
that we receive on the yoga mat are not only helping us to improve our practice, but are transferable into our everyday 
life. In fact, that is the true goal of yoga. It is not about perfecting a pose, but becoming a conscious creator of our 
reality. This is something we do with every thought that we think, every word that we say, every action we take. If we 
do it from a place of conscious choice of the thought, word and action, then we are empowered creators. 

There are 3 principles when it comes to practicing yin yoga: 

● Find your expression of the pose, i.e. find your edge knowing that your body will go deeper within the time 
you stay in the pose. Do not push yourself too far to start with, rather allow the body to open as you keep 
surrendering into the pose. 

● Once you have found your pose, make a 
commitment to stay still. If we move 
muscles, we prevent the joints from 
receiving a deep stretch. Use your breath 
as your companion to ride the waves of 
thoughts and urges to fidget. However, 
make sure you come out of the pose if 
you experience sharp pain or any other 
signal that tells you it may not be good for 
you. Trust your intuition. 

● Hold the pose for time. General principle 
is to hold a yin yoga pose for 3 to 5 
minutes. Breathe in and out through the 
nose. 

Another very important part of yin yoga practice 
is the rest we need to take after each pose. It is 
called a rebound. We must be very mindful to come out slowly and with awareness from a yin yoga pose and 



 

 

immediately take time to allow the body to integrate the working of the pose. We cannot rush. Yin yoga practice helps 
us to not only develop mindfulness and awareness, but also provides a space to practice patience and  surrender. 

“Yin yoga is not meant to be comfortable; it will take you well outside your comfort zone. Much of the benefit of this 
practice will come from staying in this zone of discomfort, despite the mind’s urgent pleas to leave. This, too, is part 
of the practice” - The Complete Guide to Yin Yoga by Bernie Clark. 

 

 Base Chakra: Squat  (Counterpose: Dangling) 

Why this pose: 

Squat is a great pose for balancing Base Chakra because the pose activates 
perineum, the physical location of the chakra, connects us with Earth 
element by having our feet planted on the ground and also has grounding 
and calming quality as it taps into downward-flowing energy known in yoga 
as apana-vayu. Squad 
helps with relieving back 
pain. On a metaphysical 
level, back pain can be a 
symptom of feeling 

unsupported in life, i.e. not having sufficient means as well as not 
belonging or not being supported by others. 

Pose tips: 

Stand with your feet hip-width apart. Squat down. Bring your arms 
in front of you, hands in prayer position. Lightly press the elbows 
against the knees or shins. If your heels lift off the floor, use a 
folded blanket underneath them. You can also try widening the 
distance between the feet. We want the body to relax. To come 
out of the pose you can sit down and slowly straighten the legs in 
front of you. Alternatively, you can go straight to Dangling, by 
straightening your legs and falling forward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sacral Chakra: Swan / Sleeping Swan (Counterpose: Quick Downward Facing Dog followed by Child’s Pose) 

Why this pose: 

Pigeon is a yoga pose classified as hip opener. All hip openers are wonderful for increasing flow of energy at the Sacral 
Chakra. The increased flow of energy into the targeted area, helps to detox it from the old and stagnant energy, as 
well as nourish it with the nutrients rich blood. On the energetic level, when we release the old stuck energy, we create 
space for an influx of new life force. In the case of the hips, when we bring more movement and flexibility into them, 



 

 

we become more capable to invoke the gifts of Sacral Chakra, like for example, tapping into the flow of creation, 
flowing with life / surrendering into life with grace, accessing new levels of joy and pleasure. 

Pose tip: 

Start on all fours with the hands underneath the shoulders and the knees directly 
underneath the hips. Bring the right knee forward behind the right wrist and the 
right foot in front of your left knee. Dorsiflex your right foot to protect the knee. 
The further away the right foot is from your left knee (the closer the shin to be 
parallel to the front end of your mat), the greater the outward rotation in the hip 
and the greater the challenge. Straighten the left leg back with the toes tucked 
under to start with. Press into the back toes and either shift the pelvis forward 
towards the right heel for less hip stretch or backward away from the right heel for 
a deeper hip stretch, and release the knee to the floor. Untuck your toes and press 
the top of the back foot into the floor, looking back to check if  your ankle is in line 
with your shin, and your leg is running in a straight line behind you. Square your 
hips and expand your chest. Do your best to not to roll off the back leg front thigh. 
Press the hands into the floor. On an inhale, send your tailbone down towards the earth and the crown of your head 
up towards the sky. Exhale and slowly walk your hands forward in front of you, placing elbows on the floor or arms 
extended in front of you with your torso on the floor. If your head does not go all the way down to the floor, place 
your hands or a prop (block or a pillow) underneath your forehead. To come out of the pose, start by lifting your head 
up and walking your hands back to your body, come back to all fours. You can also tuck the back toes under and lift 
straight up to Downward Facing Dog. After a rebound in Downward Facing Dog, repeat the pose on the other side. To 
finish, lift up to Downward Facing Dog. Then move to Child’s Pose. 

Solar Plexus Chakra: Deer 

Why this pose: 

Deer Pose activates the digestive fire. Well balanced Solar Plexus Chakra calls for healthy digestion. Undigested food 
and/or life experience is toxic and weighs us down, making it hard to shine our light and live our purpose. Hence, one 
of the ways to make ourselves feel stronger and more capable is to improve digestion. 

Pose tips: 

From Butterfly, take your right leg back and out, so that the left foot touches the front of your right thigh. Create a 
roughly 90 degree angle between your right thigh and shin. Gently twist your upper body to the left and then fall 
forward. You can rest your upper body on a bolster. Your upper body is perpendicular to your left thigh. To come out 
of the pose, push yourself up with your hands and gently lift up coming back to the starting position. Repeat on the 
other side. No conuterpose is required, as doing the pose on both sides creates a balance. Though, if you feel a need, 
you can take a moment to rest in a way that appeals to you, that also promotes balance in your body (e.g. lying in a 

symmetrical position). 

 

Heart Chakra: Melting Heart Pose [Anahatasana] (Counterpose: Child’s 
Pose) 

Why this pose: 

If we ever felt hurt or experienced loss, we may have unconsciously built 
an energetic protective shield around our heart, that can manifest as a 
hunched back and rounded shoulders. What we often don’t know is that 
when we put up a shield, it will not only protect us from the unwanted 
unpleasant experience, but also block the positive and desired one. Once 
we realise the true essence of our Heart, that can be wounded, but can 



 

 

never be truly hurt, we may be more willing to drop the shield and allow all experience in. Embodying the wisdom of 
the Heart Chakra will enable us to deal with any challenging situation that life may throw at us, and even help to 
become capable to notice the blessings in disguise. What is more, with the open Heart Chakra we will be able to receive 
and enjoy love and beauty. According to Traditional Chinese Medicine, noticing and enjoying beauty has the capacity 
to strengthen our Heart. So we get into a wonderful cycle of empowerment. 

As our life experience affects our body posture, also, our posture can influence our consciousness. Building trust in 
love and dropping our defences is  a process, and it’s encouraging to know that we can aid it by physical practice. Yoga 
poses that help to open up the chest area are called ‘heart openers’, and as the name suggests, work on the Heart 
Chakra. Melting Heart Pose helps to balance the Heart Chakra by opening up our chest. Therefore, in a very tangible 
way it assists us in embracing vulnerability. 

Moreover, the pose works on our lungs that are also associated with Heart Chakra. With an open chest we can breathe 
more fully, which in turn activates the parasympathetic nervous system responsible for relaxation. When we are 
relaxed, we feel safe and more trusting. Feeling safe and relaxed, we are more likely to be able to notice and appreciate 
beauty. As already mentioned, noticing and enjoying beauty can strengthen the heart and also lungs 

Last, but not least, Melting Heart Pose engages arms and hands. Arms and hands are extensions of the heart and by 
activating them, we activate our heart. 

Pose tips: 

Start on your hands and knees. Knees are hip-width apart. Walk your 
hands forward, allowing your chest to drop towards the floor. Keep 
your hips above your knees. If possible, keep your hands shoulder-
width apart. Rest your forehead on the floor or, if available, bring the 
chin to the floor and look forward, being mindful not to strain the 
neck. To come out of the pose, lift your head and walk your hands 
back up. 
Move into 
Child’s Pose 
by lowering 

your 
bottom 
towards 

your heels. 
Arms can 

be extended forward (palms facing down) or resting 
alongside the body (palms facing up). If the head doesn't 
come all the way down to the floor, rest your forehead on stacked up fists or a prop. 

Throat Chakra: Snail (Counterpose: Windshield Wipers, Gentle Fish 
Pose, Child’s Pose) 

Why this pose: 

Snail stretches the neck and improves blood circulation in the throat, 
thyroid and parathyroid glands, i.e. activates the physical location of 
the Throat Chakra. Metaphysically, this pose helps us to  move in, 
disengage from the external world, and surrender to the Truth. 

 

 

 



 

 

Pose tips: 

From lying on your back, lift your hips and support them with your hands. Allow your back to round and your feet to 
fall over your head towards the floor. Place the weight of your body onto the shoulders being mindful not to put too 
much weight on your neck. To come out of the pose, roll out and down keeping your knees bent and supporting your 
hips. It’s okay for the head to lift up off the floor. For Fish Pose, lie on the back with your feet together, point your 
toes. Place your hands underneath your buttocks, palms facing down. Push your elbows into the floor and with an 
inhale lift your chest up. Bring the crown of your head to the floor. Keep most of your weight in your elbows, only 5-
10% rests on the head. 

Important! Do not move your head to the side while you are 
practicing the poses for Throat Chakra. 

Avoid the poses if you are suffering from high blood pressure, 
Glaucoma, detached Retina, have weak eye blood vessels or neck 
injury. 

Third Eye Chakra: Butterfly (Counterpose: Lying on the Stomach) 

Why this pose: 

Butterfly is a forward folding pose that helps us to unplug from the 
external noise and tune into our own inner knowing. We come 
home to ourselves. We can further activate the Third Eye Chakra in 
this pose by focusing our attention on the Third Eye, resting the 
forehead on our feet or a prop and putting our hands in Anjali 
Mudra. 

Pose tips: 

In a seated position bring the soles of your feet together 
and slide them forward. Fall forward allowing your back to 
round. Your hands can rest on your feet or floor. Let your 
head hang down towards your heels.To come out of the 
pose, use your hands to push yourself up, slowly rolling up. 
Lean back on your hands to release hips before slowly 
straightening the legs. Lie on your back for a counter pose. 

 

Crown Chakra: Figure of 8 followed by Savasana 

Why this pose: 

Reclined Butterfly Pose is a very relaxing and nurturing pose, i.e. activates the 
Crown Chakra on the physical level. When we take hold of the opposite 
elbows, we create a figure of 8 or an infinity symbol. The 8 is about finding 
balance, which we need for the Crown Chakra to become fully awakened. The 
infinity symbol reminds us about the infinite potential of the Universe. In this 
pose we become this infinite potential. 

Pose tips: 

Lying on your back, bend your legs and bring the soles of your feet together, 
close to your groin. Knees are falling out to the sides. Inhale your arms up and 
behind your head, then with your hands take a hold of your opposite elbows, 
creating an infinity symbol with your body. To come out of the pose, slowly 



 

 

release the hold in your hands and place your arms alongside your body, a little away from the body. Slowly straighten 
your legs and place your feet more than hip-width apart. Surrender into Savasana. 

Savasana 

Resting in Savasana we allow the practice to integrate. We melt and merge with the divine consciousness. 

Pose Tip: 

Lay flat on your back with feet more than hip-width apart. Let your feet gently flop to the sides. Move your arms a 
little away from your body, palms facing up. Make any minor adjustments to feel completely comfortable. You can use 
any prompts to customise the pose and get the most out of it, e.g. a bolster to place underneath your knees to help 
your lower back, a cushion for your head, a blanket to keep you warm, or an eye pillow to help you disconnect and 
achieve a deeper relaxation.  Eyes are closed, softly resting in their sockets. Your whole body is relaxed. Feel your body 
lying symmetrically, either side of a central line running in between your navel and your throat, giving a feeling of 
harmony, of balance. Your posture changes your consciousness. You are lying in an attitude of openness, of trust, of 
letting go. Let go of the practice, what is done is done. Also, do not let your mind get busy with thoughts about the 
future. Enjoy the beautiful space you have just created in your body and mind. Let the energy you created work its 
magic while you rest deeply. 

To finish the practice: 

When you feel ready to finish your practice, start wiggling your fingers and toes. Gently move your head from side to 
side. Inhale your arms up and stretch in both directions, as if you are waking up from a long night's sleep.  Bring your 
knees into your chest, wrap your hands around your shins and give yourself a big loving hug. Roll into one side and 
when ready, use your hands to push yourself up into a seated position. Bring your hands into a prayer pose, Anjali 
Mudra, at your heart centre. Press your thumbs against your sternum and bow your head down in a gesture of 
honouring yourself and the practice of yoga. Allow yourself to be filled with gratitude for your life, your body, your 
practice and the ability to take time to nurture your physical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. It is the ultimate act 
of love to take good care of yourself, as it allows you to elevate your vibrational energy and meet the world as your 
most radiant and harmonious self. 

To complete the practice, say aloud, whisper or mentaly vibrate the word “namaste” acknowledging the light within 
you that is also present in all beings, as we are one. 

Thank you for taking time to tend to your needs. The outer world is a reflection of our inner state. The more we love 
ourselves and take time to cultivate our inner peace, the more loving and peaceful our surroundings will become. This 
is the way we make the change and heal, and elevate not only us, but also the world we live in. I acknowledge and 
honour your light and true essence. 

Namaste, Marzena. 

 

www.MarzenaSkowronska.com    @myyogarhythm 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 

 

Crystal Obelisks by Setjataset 

It’s no secret that I am obsessed with the spiritual faith and magic of Ancient Egypt.  The same can be said about 
crystals.  Therefore when these worlds combine it takes my practice to the next level of devotion. I love working 
with crystals which enhance my applications of energetic enactments of magic -  especially when it comes to sacred 
space.  Yet, I also connect to the mundane space which I occupy and also try to supplement it with vibrations akin 
to what I require of said mundane space.  That is why I find specific crystal shapes which can sit within various 
environments a useful tool to bring about, magnify, amplify, supplement or correct those energies by changing, 
raising, strengthening and lifting them.  One of the crystal shapes which I find does extremely well to bring about 
specific changes of the energetic vibration in an environment is the Obelisk. 

What is an Obelisk? 

An obelisk is a monument or landmark of a stone pillar which tapers upwards and which has a square or rectangular 
cross section.  They can be plain or feature glyphs, writing or images.  For the Ancient Egyptians it was revered as 
a commemoration of the dead which represented their akhu (blessed dead), Ancient Egyptian Royalty and their 
Gods.  The Ancient Egyptians associated obelisks with the Sun God Ra.  This is due to it being a symbol of creation 
and regeneration as well as representing the Benben stone (the sacred mound) which was a sacred stone in the 
temple of Ra in Heliopolis where the first rays of the sun fell. 

What is a crystal obelisk? 

A crystal obelisk is a crystal pillar which tapers up into an apex point from a square base and consists of a surface 
area of four equal sides. 

What does a crystal obelisk do? 

A crystal obelisk focuses the energy of the crystal its made of and projects this energy from its apex – the top of the 
point.  It can also help attain or bring in balance in the body, mind, spirit, emotion as well as space or area its placed 
in. 

How to use your Obelisk? 

Home/Work/Car 

If in a physical location, place your chosen obelisk in an area where you want the energy to change or be amplified.  
You can also direct the obelisk to the area in a sweeping motion before its placed. 

Person 

Hold the obelisk like a wand and direct it towards your target which could be a person or body part, domestic 
animal, room, furniture, item of jewellery/clothing/shoes, on a shrine or altar, to create a circle of sacred space 

How to charge or program your obelisk: 

1. Cleanse the obelisk in any manner you are accustomed to – cleansing oils, cleansing waters (ensuring the 
crystal can be tolerant of water), incense, herbs, pomanders etc. 

2. Hold the obelisk between your palms – the passive palm on the top and the dominant palm (the hand your 
write with) on the bottom of the obelisk. 

3.  Speak to the obelisk and tell it that it’s going to be used to generate/manifest the qualities you require by 
bringing those energies in and acknowledging the vibrations of that crystal. 

4.  Tap the obelisk three times on the apex (top tip of crystal), then put down your obelisk on the area it will 
occupy making a taping sound with the base to activate it. 

5. Please note that occasionally you will need to cleanse your obelisk to cleanse and recharge it.  Depending 
on the area it is placed in or used for this can occur daily, weekly or monthly. 

My first obelisk was one I purchased when I first started working as a crystologist.  It is a Crystal Quartz which is 
very versatile and amplifying.  This crystal obelisk sat on one of my Ancient Egyptian Goddess shrines to bring in 
and amplify the magic I was conducting on that shrine. 



 

 

Here are a few examples of obelisks 
which I have in my collection: 

Left to right:  clear quartz, atlantisite 
(serpentine and stitchtite), labradorite, 
blood stone (aka heliotrope) and tiger 
iron (tigers eye with iron aka tiger iron 
jasper). 

I suggest you experiment with the 
size and type of crystal obelisks you 
work with and/or place in various 
areas and always use what works for 
you personally.   

 

Blessings 

 

Setjataset 

 
 

If you are interested in training in the Fellowship of Isis as a Priest/Priestess my Lyceum of Heka is now taking 
students – for further information please go here: 

https://setjataset.wordpress.com/lyceum-of-heka-open-for-students/ 

© Setjataset 2021 

 

Setjataset is a regular writer on Kemetic, Hellenic, Wiccan and occult subjects and has been 
featured in several books and magazines internationally. She edited her first book, Sekhmet 
Daughter of the Sun: A Devotional Anthology in Honor of Sekhmet in 2015. Arch Priestess 
Hierophant in the Fellowship Of Isis (Lyceum of Heka), Hereditary Folk/Hermetic Witch, 
Initiated Wiccan Priestess, Reiki/Seichim/Sekhem Master, Tarot Councillor (ATA) who has 
worked professionally as a reader, healer, purveyor of magickal items and teacher of 
workshops in various metaphysical and occult subjects. For more information go to her 
blog: https://setjataset.wordpress.com/ 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Our Personal Path to Power – It takes a dedication by Belinda Payne 
 
I’m currently in the process of preparing for an initiation and in preparing for it I’m reflecting on my 
personal journey with witchcraft that has spanned over 27 years. 
 
I’m thinking about what magick means to me, what’s important and what are my values? Where do I 
see my journey going in the future? What would I like to learn? What mentors would I like to work 
with and which Deities would I like to nurture my connection with? 
 
 
There are pivotal moments during our spiritual journeys such as the one I’m about to take – moments 
where we are on the brink of up-leveling, and it’s in these moments that it’s beneficial to pause and 
reflect on what led us to this point. Its an important part of completion before we rededicate 
ourselves and step onto the next path, the next part of our journey. 
 
So what’s working? What’s not? What do I need to let go of? What do I need to focus on? We might 
then ask ourselves the questions listed earlier – What does magick mean to me? What are my values 
etc. Getting clear on these aspects of our craft can then help us answer these questions - What are 
we really ready to commit to and what are we willing to do to honour that commitment?  
 
Dedication is a deep and personal thing. When we dedicate ourselves to something we are making a 
commitment, and when we make a commitment to magick in particular we are making a promise to our 
Gods, the Universe, Spirit, Creator and ourselves. These promises can’t just be flung about willy nilly, 
they need to be carefully considered. 
 
What is important to me may not be important to you, what I’m willing to do may be different to 
what others might be willing to do. There is no right or wrong, there is only what’s true for us. 
So, ask yourself the questions, break it all down and get really clear on your intentions then make the 
plan for the actions you’ll need to take to honour your commitment. Create a dedication ceremony and 
prepare for it as you would for any important event in your life. 
 
Our dedication ceremony should be personal but might include things like offerings to your Gods, 
blessings and incantations, journey work, divination, purification, magickal crafting, journaling, chanting, 
dancing, music… 
 
Step into the magick and prepare for transformation 
 
Blessings, Bella x 
 
 
 
 

Star Goddesses 
Image via Google 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

The Spring Equinox by Lisa Mitchell 

The Spring Equinox occurs on 23 September in the Southern Hemisphere this year. This is when the Sun 
leaves the sign of Virgo and moves into Libra in the tropical zodiac.  

The word Equinox comes from aequus, the Latin word for equal, and nox, the Latin word for night. 
Equinoxes are midpoints when the Sun crosses the celestial equator making day and night nearly equal in 
length all over the world and Earth’s two hemispheres are receiving the Sun’s rays equally. The actual date 
and time vary from year to year because of the occurrence of leap years. They also shift slowly over the 
centuries due to imperfections in the Gregorian calendar. 
 
Wherever you are at the Spring and Autumn equinoxes (except the North and South Poles) the Sun rises 
due East and sets due West. These points mark the intersection of your horizon with the celestial equator. 
As these are the only times in the year that the Sun rises due East and sets due West, viewing the location 
of the Sun on the horizon with reference to surrounding landmarks is a great way of knowing east and West 
from your own home. 

 

As we know, there are many ancient sites and 
monuments that have been built to align with the 
apparent motion of the Sun. Wurdi Youang is a stone 
arrangement located in Victoria near Little River, 
between Melbourne and Geelong.  

It consists of roughly 100 stones in an egg-shaped oval 
arrangement and lies in an east-west orientation. It has 
been proposed that three of the larger standing stones 
lying on the western end of the oval shape indicate the 
setting positions of the Sun at equinox and solstices. At 
these times the rays of the Sun pass through the gap 

between the middle and the right stones. 

The site is traditionally owned by the Wathaurong people and is considered Aboriginal in origin. However, 
there are no ethnographic records about the significance of these stone arrangements, nor is there any 
memory of these stones in Aboriginal culture and society among present-day Aboriginal communities, 
possibly being considered sacred and secret to outsiders (Aboriginal Astronomy, Bhathal, Mason, 2011). 

 

 
 

(Images credit: Points of Interest 
Australia) 

  



 

 

 

On the Southern Hemisphere Wheel of the Year Calendar 2021, Eastern Australia’s native Spiny-head 
Mat-rush is featured as flowering in September. 

Lomandra longifolia is native Australia wide except for the 
Northern Territory and Western Australia. This native is well known 
to many and is described as ‘vital’ bush tucker. Identified by its 
long, firm, flat green leaves, much of the plant is edible.   

Its heavily scented flowers (from late winter to early spring) are 
soaked for nectar, its seeds (late spring to summer) can be ground 
and added to flour to make a rustic bush-cake or even roasted and 
ground as a coffee.  

The pale green base of the pulled leaves (removed in tufts) can be 
chewed with a flavour resembling raw cabbage or fresh baby peas. 
When the leaves are split, tied in bundles and soaked, they become 
very pliable weaving threads that are quite durable and hold their 
shape when dry. For this reason, Lomandra longifolia is also 
nicknamed ‘basket grass’.  

(Source: Sydney Outback, 2016). 

 

 

September blessings, 

Lisa 

Contact:   Lisa Mitchell 
Email: info@southernwheel.com.au 
Website: www.southernwheel.com.au 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

UNITY AND HARMONY by Francie Griffin 
 

In August I once again offered an opportunity for people to have their name and intent added to a painting that I was 
to do as part of a healing energy transmission. I started this painting and healing transmission on the Lions Gate Portal, 
8th day of the 8th month.  Serendipitously I had 88 people participating on the day and it took some time to write 
everyone’s name and intent on the canvas. The next step was to intuitively choose a healing colour for each person 
and embellish the canvas with this. Once this was complete I needed to allow the canvas to sit for a while and the 
energies to be integrated.  I had no prior visions coming to me and just needed to start painting and allow the images 
to appear.  A beautiful angel emerged embracing the world with her wings, out of the flames surrounding her wings 
stepped forth a hooded being offering a beautiful ball of healing white golden light to humanity and then a dove 
representing the Holy Spirit, Peace and Harmony flew in, to usher in a new time for those who are ready to embrace 
the healing energy.  
On completion of the painting I intuited the following message:  

Blessed ones I am the Angel of Unity and Harmony.  There 
are legions of heavenly and cosmic beings showering their 
love and blessings upon Mother Earth and her people at 
this time like a coat of many colours.  As you go through 
your day imagine yourself cloaked in a light cloak of many 
colours; draw upon all the colour rays for all the qualities 
that are needed at this time such as strength, courage 
love, joy, gentleness and nurturing and truth.  We in the 
cosmic realms cannot do the work for you, it is up to each 
one of you to take time each day to sit in quiet and call 
upon your higher self and your spiritual team for 
guidance.  Many of you are feeling diverse feelings and 
emotions; anger arises, despair ladens you down.  Feel 
those emotions and let them go, do not allow them to 
fester within you, this will cause more drama in your life. 
Use your anger to propel you into action but do not act 
from anger or fear; transmute it first.  All decisions, 
choices and actions should stem from wisdom and love.  
Each one of you has a part to play and it is uniquely yours.  
Acknowledge that everyone has a different role, and 

these are all needed.  Activists and pacifists work side by side.  We are here to guide you, but you need quiet mind and 
open heart to hear or sense our guidance to allow inspiration to come to you.  Gentleness and nurturing is most 
important at this time and most of all to yourself.  How can you be loving to another if not to self?  These are transitional 
times; circumstances are not likely to become easier for some time and much that is occurring is out of your control 
but your choice of how to respond is always yours to control.   There is a saying in your world; “smile and the world 
smiles with you”.  An attitude of gratitude will help you to keep your frequency and vibration high.  Count your blessings 
every day.  Each time worry or fear arises replace it with an awareness of something you are blessed by, perhaps the 
smile on your child’s face or the birdsong outside your door. 
Seek and you will find.   
Be kind and gentle to yourself and others. 
Be strong and courageous. 
Find your light within and shine your light and cloak yourself in sunshine and rainbow light. 
Stay the Course. 
Seek your Truth. 
Shalom 
I have a couple of prints available please contact me if interested.  Digital downloads of the image are available from 
my website. 

Many blessings 
Francie Griffin 

www.franciegriffin.com 
francie@franciegriffin.com 

 



 

 

Using Herbs in Magick by Courtney Stark 

Herbs and their properties have always interested me.  Back when I was studying Medical 
Science, I was fascinated to hear the origins of some common medicines.  For example, the 
active ingredient of willow bark, salicin, was the basis for the discovery of aspirin, and digoxin, 
a common treatment for heart conditions, is derived from the toxic digitalis plant, the foxglove.  
Herbs are natures medicine cabinet, but from a magickal perspective they are also our allies in 
the metaphysical realm.  When working with herbs in our magick, we tap into the energetic 
vibration of the plant to bring about needed change, not just it’s medicinal properties.  I call 
this working with the Spirit of the Herb.   

I believe each plant has its own unique energy - not only it’s healing properties but also its 
energetic vibration, it’s spirit, which it puts out the universe.  If we look at chamomile, 
medicinally the herb is calming and soothing and will promote a good night’s sleep.  Magickally, 
chamomile can be used for meditation and money workings among other things.  It is also 
associated with the Sun, so you could prepare a herb bath with chamomile that has the intent 
of bringing in calmness, while also using the energy of the Sun to remove any negative 
energies.   

There are whole books devoted to the magickal correspondences of herbs but there are some 
general things which I think apply when using herbs for ritual.   

First things first, everything with gratitude.  Always give thanks for the spirit of the plant you 
are working with.  This could be as simple as leaving a small offering outside such as wine or 
honey.  If you are harvesting a plant, ask for it’s permission first.  This may sound a little odd, 
but you will start to feel energetically if a plant doesn’t want to be used for your magick or if 
it’s not ready to be harvested.  Respect that energy and move onto another plant.  Intention is 
important and that includes working with the wishes of the plant itself.   

Secondly, before using any herb, be aware of its safety profile.  This is particularly important if 
you are applying a herbal preparation to your skin or if you plan on ingesting any part of the 
herb.  Herbs can cause serious reactions and possibly even death, as well as having the 
potential to interact with many commonly used medications.  If you don’t have the knowledge 
to determine if a plant is safe, don’t risk it and seek the advice of a qualified herbalist or 
naturopath.   

Once we’ve established which herbs to work with, while preparing the herb for a spell or ritual 
we can put our intent directly into it by visualizing what we are wanting to change and running 
our hands through the herb or breathing our intent into it.  We can also tune into the herb’s 
energy and work with what message it has for us as well.  This can be done by holding the herb 
in your hands and simply being with it, allowing your mind to tune into any message that comes 
to you.   

Here are a few simple ways to use herbs in your magickal workings. 

Baths –  

Any herb which is non-toxic can be added to bath water.  You could also add magnesium for 
muscle soreness or salt for cleansing and protection.  Petals such as rose and lavender make 
beautiful additions to bath water.   

Floor Washes –  

Give your home an energetic cleanse by adding herbs to your floor washing water with specific 
intent.  Basil is great for finances and lemon peel is a brilliant all-round cleanser.   

Infusions –  



 

 

Simply put, an infusion is a tea.  Allow herbs such as chamomile and peppermint to steep in 
water and make yourself a magickal brew.   

Ointments, Creams, Balms and Liniments –  

Herbs can also be used in ointments or creams and applied directly to the skin.  Some common 
herbs used in skin care include arnica for bruising and calendula for wound healing. 

Poppets and Dolls –  

Poppets are a wonderful working to do and you can incorporate all kinds of things in their 
stuffing including dirt, crystals, seeds, bark, cotton and of course, herbs.   

Incense – 

Incense made by hand is filled with your own intention and energy and there is no end to the 
possible combinations of herbs you can burn on a charcoal disc.  Some great options are the 
tree resins frankincense and dragons’ blood or try bay leaf, orange peel or pine bark.   

Oils –  

Ritual oils can be used as offerings and are also great to dress candles with.  Use a carrier oil 
such as almond oil and add your herbs to it making your own special blend of oil for use in 
magickal workings.  

You could also simply hold the herbs in your hand, visualising your intent being released to the 
universe and let them go with the wind, bury them in earth or release them into a running 
stream.  Learning about herbs and their magickal correspondences is a beautiful way to connect 
to the energies of Mother Earth.  The possibilities with herbs are only limited by your 
imagination and I encourage you to get to know these wonderful plant beings and work with 
them in your magickal practise.   

Bless x  

by Courtney Stark  

Courtney Stark  
The Sacred Willow  
  
Shop www.thesacredwillow.com.au   
Contact support@thesacredwillow.com.au  
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/TheSacredWillowAU  
Instagram  https://www.instagram.com/thesacredwillowau/  
 

References: 

(Cunningham, 2006) 

(Evert Hopman, 1995) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Phases of the Moon Observation Chart for the Southern Hemisphere in September 
2021 

by Lynn ~ Rainbow Starfire 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

Have you ever noticed that the vast majority of images and info we see about the phases of 
Grandmother Moon are based on the Northern Hemisphere? And whilst its fascinating reading, 
it’s not relevant for how we observe the passage of the Moon from East to North to West across 
our Night Skies & Daytime Skies. 

So, starting today, tonight, why not go outside and take a look to see where Grandmother 
Moon is. What is Her shape? Draw that in the 1st circle in the 1st row & date it. Then go out the 
next day and again observe Her in the sky. How does She look .. how much change in shape 
as She goes from New Moon to Waxing to Full to Waning to New Moon again can you witness 
over the 28 days She spends transforming herself. Record your thoughts, feelings, emotions 
and observations. How do you respond to the Different phases and aspects of our Southern 
Moon? 

enJOY your time with the magic, mystery and beauty of Grandmother Moon.  

Blessed-ed BE Rainbow Starfire mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 



 

 

Jodie Child  

is a Children’s Author, Children’s Yoga and Meditation Instructor, Mindfulness Mentor to Early Childhood 
Services, Sound Healer, Crystal Grid Worker and Shamanic Walker.  

Jodie is an anchor here on Earth for the star 
children. Having no children of her own she he 
holds space for many. Jodie also assists adults to 
reconnect to their inner child through 
workshops and circles.  

Jodie’s first Children’s book is to be released in 
June 2018 “Mystery Within”.  A children’s story 
connecting to mindfulness. “Mystery Within” is 
beautifully illustrated giving visual cues to 
Mother Earth, Nature and the Universe. It is a 
book of love and unity! 

Sound healing is a very powerful tool that Jodie’s uses to allow people to reconnect with their inner child. Private 
sessions are available for sound healing at Yeppoon on the Capricorn Coast.  

For upcoming events or contact visit Facebook at Peaceful Child 

Email: info@peacefulchild.com.au 

Mobile 0447 955 315  

Lynn Smith bio 

Lynn is an intuitive shaman, psychic and channel for Goddess Energies. Lynn 
conducts a range of spiritual programs, group classes, one on one sessions and 
meditation circles using many forms of shamanic and spiritual practice. She is an 
intuitive Tarot Reader & psychic. 

These classes include: Medicine Drummaking, Mystic Shaman course, 13 Moon 
Goddess circle for women, Munay-ki Rites teacher, meditation circles, Intuitive 
Art Classes & more. 

Lynn is certified 
with a BCA, Grad 
Dip Ed, Dip 
Shamanic Psychotherapy, Certificate of Holistic 
Counselling, Reiki Master and a Munay-ki Rites teacher, 

She has her own magazine, Mystic Tribe Magazine which is 
published on the 13th of each month.  

She has also featured as a contributing writer in a number of 
magazines, was a member of an expert panel on a psychic 
TV show, has hosted her own radio show with Psychic 

Radio A1R and is a regular speaker and presenter at spiritual growth events in SE Queensland.  

Lynn’s website is: http://rainbowlabyrinth.comLynn Solang Smith, BCA, Grad Dip Ed, Dip Body Psychotherapy, Cert 
Holistic Counselling, Munay-ki Rites teacher 



 

 

The Witches Healing Cottage     https://www.facebook.com/thewitcheshealingcottage/ 

Have questions please email at thewitcheshealingcottage@gmail.com 

The Feel Good Witche 

Our mission in The Feel Good Witches Membership is: 

 “To support and guide Women to BEing Feel Good Witches. 

To Heal, Evolve, Thrive & Blossom” 

What is in the sacred space for you is: 

🧙 A huge library resource of our past workings that are still applicable today- meditations, 
Pachamama Quest, Rituals, Circle Casting Workshop, Herbs Workshops, Self love, The Moon and much more 

Monthly there is: 

🧙 Drum Circle This is via a zoom call. It will be recorded. During this circle you will be taken on a guided drum journey In a 
sacred circle space created on a zoom call we go on a guided journey to the beat of the drum. Afterwards there is opportunity to 
journal. Then we come together to chat about our experience (if you wish to share, you don’t have to share if it doesn’t feel right 
for you) 

🧙 Healing Circle This is via a zoom call. It will be recorded. This is where we tune into the energies for the month. See what is 
there and what spirit guides us for the healing. This ranges from talking, journaling or meditation or something else. Even 
through replay you can still receive the healing benefits 

🧙 Healing Readings This is a Facebook live in our sacred group. The first cards pulled is for the collective of the group collective, 
so if you can’t make the live there is a reading there for you. Oracle readings are amazing at receiving guided messages from 
loved ones or spirit to heal more deeply. It allows you to become aware. Awareness is the biggest step in the journey of healing. 

In this sacred group you connect with like minded women, be guided and supported on your path with healing. 

There will be teachings on: Herbs. How to use them for health and magical uses Crystals Self Healings and healings on others 
Rituals Spell workings Working & Connecting with Mother Earth/Pachamama 

Build a Relationship with Your Spirit Guides  and everything witchy that guides and supports you to Heal, Evolve, Thrive & 
Blossom 

The magic occurs in a sacred space Facebook group 

The energy exchange is $25AU a month 

You can cancel at anytime through your PayPal account. 

If you have any questions, please do no hesitate to message and ask 

We look forward to connecting with you 

Blessings & Love Belle & Dave The Witches Healing Cottage 

thewitcheshealingcottage@gmail.com 

Here is the link if you would like to join 

https://bit.ly/TheWitchesHealingCottage25 

Once you have gone through and paid, come join us in our sacred space FB group  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thefeelgoodwitches/ 

 

www.thesacredwillow.com.au 
 

 

Courtney Stark practices her own blend of Global Magick.  After 20 years as a solitary 
pagan, exploring her own spirituality and connection to the world around her, she has felt 
it’s time to share her passion for ritual and magick.  Courtney believes magick happens in 
the real world and every day we have opportunities to create and weave our own magickal 
tradition.  She follows the Wheel of the Year, with a distinctly Australian approach, crafting 
ritual tools and altar pieces.  Lately, she has been called to work with bones and totemic 
animal spirits.   



 

 

Donna Aroha ~  Animal Communicator, Psychic Medium, Reiki Master & Intuitive Healer. 

Donna's work Empowers People & Animals by offering directly channeled guidance, clarity & insight. These readings 
can assist with decision making, answering questions & can reconnect you with loved ones in spirit . The focus on 
humans & animals living or passed over. 

 All messages are delivered with compassion, empathy, integrity & honesty with a touch of humour. 

An Animal Communication session assists pets & their guardians to strengthen their bond. It can create a greater 
understanding of perplexing behaviours & may answer questions about dietary requirements & allergies.  
Readings for animals that have crossed the Rainbow Bridge can bring reconnection, answer outstanding questions  
& in some cases, bring much needed closure.  

Donna also facilitates Animal Communication & Reiki workshops.  

These workshops are interactive & fun! Focusing on your intuition & abilities to connect with all living beings. 
Including Animal Guest Speakers. 

 

Reiki allows you to self heal & assist others, Animal & Human 😊  

 

 

Dianne Graham 

Dianne Graham is a light-worker, truth-seeker, space-holder, earth-mother, who 
doesn’t really like to label or confine herself with any of these titles.  She prefers 
to say she brings Dianne Medicine in acknowledgment that each of us offers a 
unique frequency.  

Dianne has a passion for Conscious Living and 
connects others with their personal power 
through conscious conversations and 
supporting conscious choices. She’s known for 
her inherent understanding of our inner child 
and how they impact our beliefs throughout 
life. Many years of working with her own inner 
child have led to her creating potent processes 
for dissolving false beliefs enabling a space to 
step in to the expansiveness of I AM. 

 In addition to teaching Usui Reiki and other healing systems Dianne mentors student and clients as they 
journey into greater spiritual awareness.  

In recent years she has be guided to create a range of sixteen energy medicines that are now the healing 
modality called Sacred Sprays for Conscious Living 



 

 

 

Bella  

"I've been a practicing Witch for over 26 years and include magick and ritual in 
my everyday life. 
I operate my magickal studio from my home where I work one on one with clients, 
I run regular Circles for women and children, Practical Magick Workshops and 
Retreats. I've recently published my first book ‘Wholistic Witchcraft’ and I teach 
magick online. 
Personally, I'm married with 2 beautiful daughters. I love nature and have a 
passion for trees. I love creating, cooking, reading, writing, heavy music, 

cemeteries, dark art, learning new things and adventures with my friends & family. 
I'm always studying, learning and evolving on this magickal and wondrous journey, I 
hope you enjoy me sharing nuggets of wisdom I've learnt along the way, Bella" 

Wishing you a truly beautiful weekend,  

Blessings, Bella x 

0422 958 100 

Explore my Website 

Connect with me on Facebook   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What’s on in the Australian Pagan / Goddess / Wytchy / Shaman / Druid 
 

Spiritual Community in 2020 
 
As a free service to our Mystic Tribe Community, we’d like to invite those who run events 
[fetes / festivals / fairs / markets] in any State or Territory across Australia, or in NZ to 
email us at:  

mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 
 
or private message us via our Mystic Tribe Magazine page: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MysticTribeMagGroup/  
 
We will post events here in Mystic Tribe Magazine so that our MTM tribe knows what’s on where. 
 
Please note: as this is a **free service** we have a word limit of 50 words + a jpg image  
– you must include your contact info [Name, phone, email, & the address & date for your event] 
 

♥✬ Mystic Tribe Magazine is offering this Community Forum to support our 

community, however, we ask you, our readers and contributors, to contact event 

organisers, not Mystic Tribe Magazine for information about any events we’ve 

chosen to include each month 

 

Qld & NSW 2021 
Petrie August 21, 2pm - 9pm 

The simple fact is it’s very difficult to get your “supplies” at Coles & the 
powdered Newt sells out fast in the Witches aisle at Woolies. 
As for Aldi’s Wands, well they are just a little kitsch. We thought the 
best thing to do was to create our own Witches Market place. 
So if you looking for those hard to get supplies, quirky gifts or just 
wanting to find a fun Market with a twist, then you need to come and 
check out the Witches Market, there’s something for everyone … well 
almost everyone. 

Witches Night Market on August 21, 2021, (2pm to 9pm) at Petrie 
School of the Arts and Petrie Park in Petrie, QLD 

Fun, entertainment, psychic readers, prizes for best dressed, heaps to see and do, hang out with all your friends in a 
safe environment where you can be the person you have always wanted to be. 

Do you have wares to sell, wares that are any of the 
following or much more: handmade, natural 
products, knife or sword work, Crystals, Candles, 
Healing Balms, Runes, and cards, Wands, or Altar 
Products. Medieval Clothing or Costumes, Jewellery, 
etc. 

Then we want you, Come and join us for a special 
afternoon and evening market. 

For more information please contact Sargolais 
(Wayne) on either market@twnm.com.au or call on 
0415 800 888 

Entry to the markets is free 

 



 

 

Awaken the Woman Within! - Workshop with Kim & Kellie 
 
Transform yourself using practical magic - An holistic event aimed at reconnecting you with your true self and soul 
purpose 
We offer a unique blend of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) and spiritual practices to set you on the path of discovery 
and reconnection 
W o r k s h o p :  9 a m  -  1 p m  -  M o r n i n g  t e a  a t  t h e  c a f e  i n c l u d e d  -  1 8 9  M a g n e s i u m  D r i v e ,  C r e s t m e a d .   
 
F u t u r e  W o r k s h o p s  i n  t h e  s e r i e s  i n  2 0 2 1 :  
 
A u g u s t :   W e e k  2  -  D e s i g n  y o u r  L i f e  
S e p t e m b e r :   W e e k  3  -  T h e  S e c r e t  L a n g u a g e  o f  Y o u  
O c t o b e r :   W e e k  4  -  A w a k e n  y o u r  I n t u i t i o n  
N o v e m b e r :   W e e k  5  -  H o l i s t i c  S e l f  N o u r i s h m e n t  
D e c e m b e r :   W e e k  6  -  S e l f  E x p r e s s i o n  &  D r e a m  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  
 
2 0 2 2 :  
J a n u a r y :   W e e k  7  -  D e c l u t t e r  y o u r  L i f e  
F e b r u a r y :   W e e k  8  -  W h e n  V i s i o n  B e c o m e s  R e a l i t y  
 

call Kellie on 0409 056 851 or Kim on 0402 090 573 or kim_ezzy@hotmail.com 
 

*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

 
Pagan folk in:  

 
Qld, WA, NSW & Victoria & South Australia & Tasmania 

& Northern Territory & the ACT 
& New Zealand 

- we would  love to hear from you and what Events / Festivals you have coming up in your States or Territory 
 

 Please send us some info so that we can share:               mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 
  
 

Mystic Tribe Magazine Community Groups pages: 
To all you folk across Australia & New Zealand who run regular, free [or by donation] meet-ups, circles, gatherings  
& rituals to help bring the Pagan Community in your area together, so that you can share about our pathways with 
others, we invite you to send us details of your gatherings [location, dates, times & contact person info] to 
mystictribemagazine@gmail.com so that we can include your ** free ** listing here, to help you to gather & 
celebrate our ways, & promote understanding about our diversity & presence in your local area. 
 
Sacred Circles Bundaberg: 
Sacred Circles was started by two Pagan ladies in Bundaberg who were frustrated by the lack of opportunity for local, 
liked-minded, Pagan people to come together, in a circle, which is universal, sacred and divine, the infinite energy of 
nature and the universe. We envisage this as an opportunity for like-minded souls coming together to empower yourself 
and others, sharing knowledge and experience. We are inclusive and open, your hosts will welcome you to specific 
Workshops, Sacred Rituals, Information Days, formal and informal gatherings.  
** We are proud to host our first Workshop in September – The Goddess Gathering** 
We have planned a fun filled day that includes tea / coffee and nibbles as well as lunch.  
We will get to know each other and have fun creating with our three step by step workshops, all materials supplied.  Yep 
three workshops. 
Numbers are strictly limited to 10 people. We want to create an atmosphere where you will feel comfortable and also have 
some one on one time with the workshop presenter.  
Sunday September 5th 2021. Starting at 9 am but if you would like to be a part of a Grounding exercise them be there at 
8.45am  We anticipate finishing about 4 pm.  
Sorry guys this one is for the Ladies only, 16 to 116 years are all welcome.  



 

 

The venue is on the outskirts of Bundaberg and it is a private property so we will advise you where it is a bit closer to time.  
If you are traveling from outside of Bundaberg we can organise camping for you for the Saturday night, but we need to 
know in advance. There are limited kitchen facilities available, pets are not allowed and as usual please make sure you leave 
everything like you were never there.  
The day includes tea / coffee and nibbles as well as a light lunch and three workshops – 
• Create a Spirit Doll 
• Craft a Tree of Life Container 
• Weave with intent 
For further details check out Scared Circles on facebook at - www.facebook.com/sacred.circles.bundaberg 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Astrology Cheat Sheet  
Image via Facebok 

Artist unknown but acknowledged 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

Business Directory for Mystic Tribe Magazine 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Lisa Mitchell 

info@southernwheel.com.au 
www.southernwheel.com.au 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

September 2021 ~ the 1st of our 3 months of Spring 

 
This is the 1st of our months of Spring here in the Southern Hemisphere, a time where we 
gather around blossoming gardens & magick of our natural outdoor places to celebrate Spring 
& the coming of the Year’s warmer months of this Season. As its our 1st month of Spring, we 
celebrate Ostara 21st – 23rd September ~ a time to celebrate the giving & receiving of gifts 
sacred to our hearts & loved ones, to gather in Circle to acknowledge that Spring is here in all 
her beauty – so let’s celebrate with a feast, drumming and singing with your Circle around the 
Fire. 
 
To help you plan your yearly, monthly & seasonal festivities, feel free use our table below for 
dates for the respective Sabbats or Fire Festivals for the Southern Hemisphere & also for 
Full & New Moons to plan your events and rituals. 
 
We encourage you to enjoy and celebrate our sacred ritual and ceremonial times when we 
Goddess /Pagan/ Wytchy/ Shaman folk come together as a community to celebrate the Solar 
[and what has traditionally been considered by many cultures as] Divine Masculine energies.  
 
Full Moon or Esbat is the time when we celebrate the Lunar energies of Grandmother Moon, 
or the Divine Feminine principles and energies.  
 
Most Indigenous and other cultures around Gaia, the Earth Mother, have forms of celebrations 
which mark these transitions and peaks of the Seasons and the Full Moon energies. 
 

 ✬❍ Moon events to be celebrated in September 
New Moon ~ 7th September 

                                         Full Moon  ~ 21st September 
                                                        Ostara ~ 21st /23rd September 
 

Bless-ed BE!        Lynn Solang Smith         http://rainbowlabyrinth.com
DISCLAIMER The views and opinions expressed in Mystic Tribe Magazine by advertisers, contributors, letters to 
the editor and others, including mystictribemagazine.com are solely those of the original authors and other 
contributors. These views do not necessarily represent those of Mystic Tribe Magazine, mystictribemagazine.com, 
facebook.com/mystictribemagazine, staff; and/or any/all contributors to this magazine

Dates Southern Hemisphere Northern Hemisphere 

Dec 21-22  Litha / Summer Solstice Yule / Winter Solstice 

Feb 1- 4  Lammas Oimelc/Imbolc 2nd Great Sabbat 

Mar 20-21 Mabon / Autumn Equinox Ostara / Eostre / Spring Equinox 

May 1st   Samhain 1st Great Sabbat Beltane 3rd Great Sabbat 

Jun 21st  Yule / Winter Solstice Litha / Summer Solstice 

Aug 1-7   Imbolc 2nd Great Sabbat Lammas 4th Great Sabbat 

Sep 21 - 23 
Ostara  ~ Eostre  
Spring Equinox 

Mabon / Autumn Equinox 
 

Oct 31- 7 Nov Beltane 3rd Great Sabbat Halloween/Samhain 1st Great Sabbat 



 

 

 


